
Knowledge Cunning
alchemy deception
craft scrounge
medicine tracking
query traps

Agility Dexterity
acrobatics fired missile

athletics lock picking
escape artistry precise melee
stealth sleight of hand

Strength Endurance
brute melee Health points
feat of strength

thrown missile
unarmed melee
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4
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speed power

take cover
vs missile

parry
vs melee

personality qualities
desires wealth, a quiet life
fears betrayal
tends to wake up screaming
used to be dirt poor

trademark outfit: dress
rules Innocuous
qualities Generic, shoddy (crude mending)

appearance qualities
build petite
eyes blue, lazy-eyed
hair blonde, braidhawk
skin fair, freckled

common name deltra
true name deltreanath
sex, age, race female, 24, human
the party

equipment, consumables, and loot
cloak
infiltration tools
torch
changes of clothing (adult male tunic, small child’s dress)
dagger (balanced, concealable, dirty, damage 0, light, melee, 
precise melee, short, thrown missile)
straw doll, coil of yarn, immaculate pair of slippers

critical wound / weak poison mortal wound / strong poison
-1 hp if move and act -1 hp per turn

trademark weapon: crossbow
rules Damage + 2, fired missile, ranged, slow reload, two-handed

qualities distracting feature (looking glass),dwarvenmake, striking 
storage (case appears to be a whicker basket).

talents & spells
innocent (deception and sleight of hand 
ignore 1 botch, sometimes).
sniper (fired missile and thrown missile 
ignore 1 botch).
spider (acrobatics and escape artistry 
ignore 1 botch).
glamour (3 mp, unopposed challenging, 
become someone else for a scene).
chameleon (3 mp, opposed, magical 
stealth in plain sight).
share sight (1 mp, share one’s vision 
with one whose true name is known).

cryptomancer

Presence Willpower
beast ken mana points
charm
menace
performance

8
4 4
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resist
vs magic
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personality qualities
desires power
fears ghosts, failure
tends to curse, brood
used to have a title

trademark outfit: leather armor
rules light deflection
qualities Generic, human make (styled like a trench coat), shoddy

appearance qualities
build barrel-chested
eyes determined
hair short, black
skin leathery, tattooed

common name daneryck
true name morikhan
sex, age, race male, 41, dwarf
the party

equipment, consumables, and loot
buckler (block any melee)
cloak
torch
walking lab (allows alchemy anywhere)
bow (damage 0, fired missile, ranged, two-handed)
empty journal, mysterious lock of hair, ring on a necklace

critical wound / weak poison mortal wound / strong poison
-1 hp if move and act -1 hp per turn

trademark weapon: dagger

rules balanced, concealable, dirty, damage0, light, melee, precise 
melee, short, thrown missile

qualities distracting feature (flat square tip), dwarven make

talents & spells
bloodletter (precise melee ignores 1 
botch).
smuggler (hide a small thing on person, 
impossible to find).
assassin (alchemy ignores 1 botch when 
making poisons).
shard warp (5 mp, unopposed of varying 
difficulty, travel through shards).
shadow cache (3 mp, unopposed trivial, 
store objects in shadows).
dissemble (1 mp, opposed, encrypt 
faces).
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personality qualities
desires order
fears nobility, soma
tends to flirt, hoard
used to be a constable

trademark outfit: brigandine
rules light deflection
qualities dwarven make (obsidian studs), risqué (backless)

appearance qualities
build lithe
eyes brown, hypnotic
hair brunette, shellacked
skin pale, shiny

common name rook
true name tanassah
sex, age, race female, 39, human
the party

equipment, consumables, and loot
lantern staff
cloak
torch
crytpomancer’s kit
fire bomb, acid bomb
reading candle, cadaver sketches, abacus, satchel of coal dust

critical wound / weak poison mortal wound / strong poison
-1 hp if move and act -1 hp per turn

trademark weapon: club (“persuasion”)

rules balanced, brute melee, concealable, dirty, damage 0, 
short, thrown missile

qualities elven make (curved, with a ball on top), named

talents & spells
liar (deception ignores 1 botch)
attractive (charm ignores 1 botch 
sometimes).
mind read (3 mp, opposed, access a 
target’s memories).
Psychometry (3 mp, unopposed of varying 
difficulty, access an object’s memories).
Maze (3 mp, unopposed of varying 
difficulty, encrypt portals/passages.
astral eyes (1 mp, unopposed trivial, 
sense magic and hidden evidence).
tracer (1 mp, unopposed of varying 
difficulty, geolocate shardnets).
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personality qualities
desires men, justice
fears confinement
tends to lose his temper
used to have a partner

trademark outfit: scale armor
rules endurance requirement 3, heavy deflection, max agility 4

qualities previous owner (dead lover), storied (a legendary smiths 
last work).

appearance qualities
build broad-shouldered, statuesque
eyes green, piercing
hair shaved
skin dark, dusty

common name thanner
true name heckeran
sex, age, race male, 29, human
the party

equipment, consumables, and loot
kite shield (block melee/missile, defend others)
Cloak
torch
medicine bag (allows stabilization)
sling (damage -1, fired missile, ranged)
outdated maps, prayer beads, collapsible fishing pole

critical wound / weak poison mortal wound / strong poison
-1 hp if move and act -1 hp per turn

trademark weapon: sword
rules Brute melee, damage + 1, melee, short
Qualities human make, reflective

talents & spells
Valorous (sacrifice self to hit that 
would reduce an ally to 0 or less HP).
healer (medicine ignores 1 botch, alchemy 
ignores 1 botch when dealing with healing 
potions and antidotes).
hunter (beast ken and tracking ignore 1 
botch).
healing hands (3 mp, unopposed 
challenging, restores some hp).
stasis (1 mp, unopposed challenging, 
slows the effects of poisons/toxins).
Artisan (craft ignores 1 botch, performance 
ignores 1 botch for works of art).
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personality qualities
desires anarchy, helping the needy
fears peasants, dwarves
tends to steal, fall in love
used to be a soldier

trademark outfit: leather armor
rules light deflection

qualities distracting feature (hay padding protrudes from plates), 
elven make (purple carapace bracers and shin guards). 

appearance qualities
build sinewy
eyes green
hair red, dreadlocked
skin dirty, taut

common name ahka
true name bianketta
sex, age, race Female, 63, elf
the party

equipment, consumables, and loot
Cloak
Torch
climbing gear (can set rigging for others to climb)
crossbow (damage + 2, fired missile, ranged, slow reload, two-
handed). 
bag of rat jerky (for dirt), deck of cards, pouch of tobacco

critical wound / weak poison mortal wound / strong poison
-1 hp if move and act -1 hp per turn

trademark weapon: spear

rules balanced, cumbersome, damage + 1, melee, precise
melee, thrown missile, two-handed

qualities precious (carved of stunning blood-red oak)

talents & spells
death from above (add acrobatics 
successes to attack when falling).
polevaulter (can make impossible jumps 
if equipped with staff/spear).
whisperer (has a familiar, a goblin 
named “dirt”).
messenger (deliver small object to 
person whose true name is known).
bloom blessing (area of effect spell, 
effects depend on flora commanded).
-create calm, create cloud of debris, 
smother fires.
swarm song (area of effect spell,
effects depend on vermin commanded).
-make light, make noise, detect magic.
Warning glyph (set magical trap that 
detects trespassers).
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